NEW Releases

Advanced Swing Trading
Strategies to Predict, Identify & Trade Future Market Swings
John Crane
Item #C86x-1199048 $69.95 $47.56

Once you’ve mastered swing trading basics, you’re ready for Crane’s innovative, accurate swing trading system. From real-world examples, market behavior and reaction swings, to reversal dates and long-term vs. short-term trends - you’ll find everything needed to implement these powerful strategies.

Intra-Day Trading Strategies
Proven Steps to Trading Profits
Jeff Cooper
Video Item #C86x-1674508 $129 $90

The famous Hit & Run Trading author unveils personal weapons for winning in short-term markets. Goes beyond anything he’s written, sharing his coveted intra-day strategies. He’ll teach you to: • Read intra-day charts for maximum profits • Use 3 principles he routinely uses to profit • Spot unique trading set-ups • Pick the right entry price, place protective stops, prosper in tumultuous markets. “The wealth of different patterns presented is awesome.”

New Frontiers in Fibonacci Trading
Charting Techniques, Strategies & Simple Applications
Michael Jardine
Item #C86x-1739885 $59.95 $41.36

Exciting new work combines the foundations of Fibonacci trading with classic charting techniques, modern applications, and cutting edge online tools. This simple 5-part system provides practical ways to apply time-tested methods to an ever-changing market. Encompasses: • The Building Blocks of Price Action - market structures, retracement patterns and Fibonacci basics • Practical Fibonacci Applications • Original new approaches • “ChartWorks” - Indicators, case-study trades, chart-reading tips - and more • Building Good Trading Habits • 3 key steps for making rational, unemotional decisions - even if the market is giving mixed messages • Putting all the pieces together in the “Objective Method Trading System”

The Right Stock at the Right Time
Larry Williams
Item #C86x-1674614 $27.95 $19.37

The incomparable Larry Williams lays out his winning system for picking great stocks - even in the worst market conditions. When others are gripped with fear & selling off, Williams is seizing overlooked opportunities. Learn his key strategies for riding the rally in any market, predicting market bottoms, testing instantly if a stock is a good value - and more.

The Successful Investor
William O’Neil
Item #C86x-1661732 $49.95 now $8.50

Strategies for making & keeping profits in today’s perilous stock market from the founder and chairman of Investor’s Business Daily. A great companion to his classic: How to Make Money in Stocks (see pg 27).

Support & Resistance Simplified
Michael Thomsett
Item #C86x-1661814 $39.95 $29

How is support & resistance traditionally used to enhance trading success, perfect your timing and keep you on the winning side of the market? Perhaps the first book to explore this important concept in detailed - yet simplified - terms.

High Performance Options Trading
Leonard Yates
Item #C86x-1186710 $69.95 $47.56

“A must read for anyone interested in a sensibly based, analytical approach to options trading, whether you’re a stock, futures or options trader,” says option master Larry McMillan. Now - benefit from the effective strategies OptionVue founder Len Yates has developed over decades of trading expertise. Master: • Puts, calls time decay, expiration, exercise - and more • Option Strategies: single-option & multi-option spread strategies • Volatility, Special Situations, Option Pricing Models, and so much more.

With so many option books on the market to choose from - pick the one real option experts are raving about.
Bestsellers

**The Jack Schwager Trading Course**

*Your Complete Guide to Mastering the Markets*
Jack Schwager
video Item #C86x-1198400  $79.95

**SAVE 45%**

This comprehensive home study course, from “Market Wizard” Jack Schwager is the ultimate trading workshop. The “Trading Hall of Famer” has filtered years of in-depth research into an amazingly through, easy-to-follow trading program.

This Complete Course includes:
- 12 tapes of 24 carefully crafted lessons that can be easily managed over time
- 200 page reference guide that reinforces & illustrates key points of each lesson
- A full online chart companion

PLUS: 4 lessons that teach you how to use Easy Language to program, test and analyze data with your own trading system!

**The New Trader’s Tax Solution, 2nd edition**
Ted Tesser
Item #C86x-41647  $59.95  $34.95

“This #1 seller shows...”

- Why contrarian methods work
- 5 contrarian rules to live by
- When to buy & sell - and more.

**SAVE 40%**

Top investment results are found by NOT following the crowd. This #1 seller shows...

- Why contrarian methods work
- 5 contrarian rules to live by
- When to buy & sell - and more.

**Contrainvoting Investing**
Gallea Pantalon
Item #C86x-8028  $24.95

**ONLY $3.95 while supplies last!**

Trading for a Living
Alexander Elder
Item #C86x-2663  $75  $48.51

Continues to be a top selling trading book of all time. Covering the basics of trading tactics, psychology and money management - it’s the book every top trader recommends - and keeps close at hand.

**Trading for a Living**
Alexander Elder
Item #C86x-2663  $75  $48.51

**FREE Shipping - Enter Bonus Code BC86 at checkout**
Short-term & Swing Trading

Swing Trading Simplified
Larry Spears
Item #C86x-1674501
$29.95 $20.76

Learn the basics - or refine your swing trading skills - with this swing trading primer. With a foreword by the popular “MrSwing.com” - Spears makes the powerful Swing Trading concepts more accessible and easy to implement than ever. **Now at a great introductory price.**

Swing Trading Essentials
Jon Markman
Video Item #C86x-1674511
DVD Item #C86x-1674562

Now at a great introductory price.

Swing Trading Essentials
Jon Markman
Video Item #C86x-1674511
DVD Item #C86x-1674562

Market Evaluation & Analysis for Swing Trading
David Nassar & Bill Lupien
Item #C86x-1661626 $55 $38.50

Two top traders share their techniques and strategies for successful swing trading. You’ll learn how to work the market to your advantage by recognizing supply and demand imbalances, reading the strength of bids & offers, and spotting market maker trading patterns.

Secrets of the Underground Trader
Jea Yu & Russell Lockhart
Item #C86x-1629004 $39.95 $27.76

Discover short-term trading strategies - tested & proven in the trenches - from the site Forbes rated “Best of the Web.” Learn the advanced techniques these active short-term traders live by - from stochastics & candlesticks to 3-price breaks, volatility signals, and more.

Swing Trading with Oliver Velez
90 min video Item #C86x-11356 $99

Video workshop with online manual features everything you need to master Swing Trading and take it to new levels of success. See why one trader says he “bought the tape... made $700 on a short sale right off the bat using the technique. Seriously... a quality Video.”

Intra-day Trading Tactics
Greg Capra
90 min Video Item #C86x-41617 $99 $49

Buy 2, Get 1 FREE Videos/DVD’s more titles - pg 11& 25

Micro Trading Tactics
Oliver Velez
90 min Video Item #C86x-12168 $99 $49

Short-Term Trading with Price Patterns
A Systematic Methodology for the Development, Testing, and Use of Short-Term Trading Systems
Michael Harris
Item #C86x-11489 $69.95 $55.40

Fax: 1.410.964.0027 www.traderslibrary.com
High Probability Trading
Take Steps to Become a Successful Trader
Marcel Link
Item #C86x-1169715 $29.95 $27.97

Brutally honest new book - from a trader like you - gives the knowledge and tools needed to find the highest potential trades, and develop a customized trading program that can help increase your probability of success on every trade.

The Market is Always Right
10 Principles of Trading in ANY Market
Thomas McCafferty
Item #C86x-633448 $22.95

Battle-proven advice for avoiding common trading setbacks by heeding the advice of over 100 active traders who practice them daily. From the seemingly obvious to the obscure - you’ll find logical explanations for practical rules such as: • Watch the open, don’t trade it • Never chase trades • Qualify & quantify your trading pattern - and more

Practical Speculation
Victor Niederhoffer & Laurel Kenner
Item #C86x-85117 $20.96 $20.97

He had it all - then lost it ALL - forcing him to close operations. Now - he’s back to the world of stocks, futures and options with a new approach, new insights, new methods and compelling lessons on risk and survival. Even top traders need to dust off their methods and reinvent themselves - and this inspiring new work is the place to start.

Building Winning Trading Systems with TradeStation
John Hill
Item #C86x-625991 $79.95 $55.97

Shows step-by-step how to: • Write TradeStation code to make individual trading systems a reality • Put TradeStation in a real-world context, not manual-style examples • Learn the importance of having a system for consistent success

Traders Library is an equal opportunity employer.

Fax: 1.410.964.0027 www.traderslibrary.com
Technical Analysis

7 Indicators that Move Markets
Paul Kasriel
Keith Schap
Item #C86x-12085 $29.95

U nderstand and implement the top 7 market indicators that typically tell when to make the most profitable buy/sells.

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, 8th edition
Edwards & Magee
Item #C86x-17379 $99.95

The universally acclaimed investor’s classic has now been updated with the latest data and references. With nearly 1 million copies in circulation, this is the definitive reference on analyzing trends in stock performance. It incorporates the most recent stock information and updated charts for expert guidance.

Winning with Value Charts
The Key to Consistent Trading Profits
David Stendahl
90 min video
Video Item #C86x-982454 DVD Item #C86x-982457 $64.95 $45

D iscover winning new strategies, plus 2 of the most powerful new trading indicators in decades. This 6-step program outlines a powerful new approach to chart reading using Value Charts and Price Action Profile. Stendahl’s spent 15 years perfecting this innovative analysis tool. Now he shows how to ditch your old “hit and miss” trading style and embrace a new, systematic style that perfects market timing & risk management.

The Visual Investor
How to Spot Market Trends
John Murphy
Item #C86x-2379 $50 $34.65

Technical Analysis Explained
Martin Pring
Item #C86x-64674 $55 $38.12

New Market Timing Techniques
Innovative Studies in Market Rhythm & Price Exhaustion
Tom Demark
Item #C86x-5712 $75 $51.98

Martin Pring’s Introduction to Technical Analysis
A CDrom Seminar and Workbook
Martin Pring
Item #C86x-8521 $49.95 $34.97

#1 selling source for getting started and refreshing techniques.

Inter Market Technical Analysis
John Murphy
Item #C86x-2397 $89 $55.44

Murphy’s classic work on top technical trading strategies for the global stock, bond, commodity and currency markets.

www.traderslibrary.com 1.800.272.2855 ext. C86
Discover how the right technical indicators will help you get in and out of the markets - with profits in tow. Larson shares his 12 favorite indicators and details how he picked them, how he tested them, and how they work together to create spectacular returns.

**12 Simple Technical Indicators that Really Work**
Mark Larson
Item #C86x-960925 $99 $69

**Precision Trading Techniques**
Strategies for Combining Price, Volume, Time, and Velocity
David S. Nassar
Video Item #C86x-1678067 DVD Item #C86x-1678069

Go beyond basic chart patterns, as Nassar’s outlines a full program of “Foundational Analysis.” Gives you the tools needed to spot trends and seize opportunities - all in easy-to-follow detail! Discover why viewers are raving, “some of the best usable ideas presented - far exceeded my expectations!”

**Mastering High Probability Chart Reading**
John Murphy
Item #C86x-2044547 $99 $69

The master of Technical Analysis brings together the key elements including the: • Price Patterns he’s found most reliable • His favorite technical indicators • The importance of using them in conjunction with each other. “A GREAT workshop”

**Spotting Price Swings & Seasonal Patterns**
Precisely Timing Major Market Moves
Jake Bernstein
90 min video Item #C86x-960927 $99 $69

Want to know a simple price pattern for trading on Monday? Or a price pattern that signals a powerful trend is about to get underway? Powerful new Bernstein workshop features his favorite price patterns for trading S&P futures on Monday based on the price action on Friday.

**Timing Models and Proven Indicators for Today’s Markets**
Nelson Freeburg
Item #C86x-961910 $64.95 $49

Exposes all buy/sell signals and proven price patterns, then details classic systems that work in all timeframes, like the Zweig 4% and Wilder Volatility System. Plus, tips for testing your timing strategies before risking real money. With its comprehensive online companion manual, you’ll see why trading luminaries like Linda Raschke and Paul Tudor Jones regularly follow Freeburg’s guidance - and now you can, too.

**Technical Analysis for Short Term Traders**
Martin Pring
Item #C86x-11337 $99 $69

The “master” speaks as he simplifies money-making concepts that the pros use every day! Identify the right type of indicators to use in active trading, how to use leading stocks to forecast intraday activity, what to expect after the opening range and much more!

**Targeting Profitable Entry & Exit Points**
Alan Farley
Item #C86x-12289 $64.95 $49

The Street.com’s Alan Farley’s information packed workshop highlights the strategies he uses to enter and exit trades, to maximize his profit. Master the same skills he uses to get in, get out - and when to stand aside - just as he does.

**A 4-Step System for Screening The Markets**
Marc Gerstein
Video Item #C86x-1678061 DVD Item #C86x-1678063 $99 now $69

**Option Trading Indicators & Patterns for Increasing Profits**
Larry McMillan
Video Item #C86x-1161009 DVD Item #C86x-1161012 $99 now $69

MORE Buy 2 Get 1 FREE Videos - pg 25

ONLINE Support Material available at: www.traderslibrary.com/tradesecrets
# Charting

## Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns
Thomas Bulkowski
Item #C86x-10781 $85.22 $58.65

This new trading classic should be on every active trader’s shelf. Thorough yet not intimidating - even technical pros like OmniTrader founder Ed Downs recommend this book to all their followers. Find a multitude of chart patterns that signal whether the stock or commodity is in a bullish or bearish mode, and what the stock is going to do based on where its price has been. A must have.

## Point and Figure Charting, 2nd edition
Tom Dorsey
Item #C86x-12204 $59.95 $38.97

Everyone loves Dorsey and his technical analysis classic, which provides the essential applications for forecasting and tracking market prices. He makes it so clear and simple to implement even novices can realize improved returns immediately. See why readers rave: “Worth every penny - and MORE!”

## Trading Classic Chart Patterns
Thomas Bulkowski
Item #C86x-85081 $69.95 $48.48

Complete new primer shows how to trade the most popular and powerful stock patterns. Find techniques for the seasoned trader and the less practiced. Comprehensive yet includes an easy-to-use, simple scoring system. You’ll learn how to predict the performance of a chart pattern almost by looking at it. A must have reference.

## BOTH for $59 Item #C86x-17335

### 7 Chart Patterns that Consistently Make Money
Ed Downs
Item #C86x-11559 $49.95 $9.95

Compact booklet shows 7 chart patterns that are key predictors of direction in any market.

### Winning Chart Patterns
Ed Downs
90 min Video Item #C86x-17332 $99 $79

Pinpoint high probability trades over and over, using 7 chart patterns that are consistent winners. Find step-by-step instruction on how to analyze and identify patterns that produce dramatic profits - trade after trade.

## How Charts Can Help You in the Stock Market
William L. Jiler
Item #C86x-1661720 $19.95 $13.49

Featuring a new Foreword by the investing experts at Standard & Poor’s, Jiler’s 1960s classic remains a great resource for beginners as well as a vital reference for experienced technicians. Increase returns with the simple tactics outlined plus find: • Tips for removing the mystery from the use of technical analysis • Easy-to-understand definitions of technical analysis topics • Examples and explanations of essential configurations, patterns, and formations.

## Chart Reading for Professional Traders
Michael S. Jenkins
Item #C86x-6622

Covers every facet of chart reading, market forecasting, time cycles and trading strategies. Includes a full treatment of Gann techniques of time/price, plus day trading off circular arc segments & targeting high/low price points. Learn when to expect trend reversals, when a trend has changed, how long a new trend will last and its price target.

## Proven Chart Patterns
Key Indicators for Success in Today’s Markets
Chris Manning Item #C86x-41588 $64.95 now $15.99

www.traderslibrary.com 1.800.272.2855 ext. C86
Understanding Leaps
Using the Most Effective Option Strategies for Maximum Advantage
Marty Kearney
Marc Allaire
Item #C86x-621421

The first book covering LEAPs exclusively in nearly a decade. CBOE instructor Marty Kearney provides a complete understanding of what they are and how to use them in a diversified portfolio – plus more complex strategies like collars, covered writing and index LEAPs - the hybrid product that’s a favorite of both independent and institutional investors.

The Options Strategist
Marc Allaire
Item #C86x-1169758 $29.95 $20.97

From basic to advanced option trading methods, find easy-to-follow strategies for incorporating equity options into your trading program. Includes:
• Maximizing trading profits in up, down, or sideways markets
• Protect portfolios against sudden market declines
• Take advantage of price swings
• Hedge against unforeseen events - and more

Trading Index Options
James Bittman
Item #C86x-2300 $24.95 $24.46

The CBOE’s Bittman outlines proven techniques - minus all the theory and math! New book/disk combo features the basics of index options, including spreads, how to match strategy with forecasts, alternatives for losing positions, price behavior and volatility - and more! Gain an intuitive approach to strategy selection - from an industry leader.

Fundamentals of the Options Market
Michael Williams
Item #C86x-11577 $29.95 $20.97

A classic!

Stock Index Futures & Options
Susan Abbott Gidel
Item #C86x-10527 $39.95 $27.69

Options for the Stock Investor
How Any Investor Can Use Options to Enhance and Protect their Return
James Bittman
Item #C86x-2419 $32.95 $22.84

Time-proven, basic option strategies and thorough explanations of:
• Option price behavior
• Selling options on the stocks you own
• Using options to achieve investment goals – and much more

Options Essential Concepts & Strategies, 3rd edition
Options Institute
Item #C86x-10604 $65 $38.12

Thorough guide from the best-known options education organization will lead to better, more effective trading, with practical strategies for the serious options investor.

How the Options Markets Work
Joseph Walker
Item #C86x-2845 $29.95 $13.49

Trading and Hedging with Agricultural Futures & Options
James Bittman
Item #C86x-17400 $55 $38.50

All About Options
Item #C86x-10062 $49.95 $11.75

Great guide for getting started - or to reinforce skills and concepts.

GREAT Companion to KEARNEY’S LEAPS Video Course - see pg 25

NEW!
For years, we’ve been experiencing a volatile market, yet most investors don’t understand how to use the power of volatility to their trading advantage. Now, Trader’s Hall of Fame winner Sheldon Natenberg outlines a step-by-step approach to understanding the key role volatility plays for successful trading. Covers everything from the strengths/weaknesses of using option models to comparing implied volatility to future volatility. It’s a unique opportunity to learn from the best. Start mastering the most effective volatility strategies - and avoid mistakes most average traders make.

Option Trading Indicators & Patterns for Increasing Profits
Larry McMillan  Item #C86x-1161009 DVD Item #C86x-1161012 $99 $69

Packed with fresh new methods McMillan has adopted to continue prospering even in the face of market uncertainty. Cuts new ground, offering key indicators and pattern recognition tips for: • Analyzing shifts in volatility to redefine entry/exit points • Interpreting option price & volume data • Confirming when high volatility is worth buying - and much more.

Using Option Charts to Boost Trading Profits
Price Headley  Video Item #C86x-982782 DVD Item #C86x-982788 $99 $69

Discover powerful new charting techniques for selecting optimum entry and exit points in this new home-study workshop. This method can exponentially boost your trading profits and limit risk exposure, direct from Big Trend.com founder, Price Headley.

LEAPS Trading Strategies
Powerful Techniques for Options Trading Success
Marty Kearney  Video Item #C86x-982460 DVD Item #C86x-982463 $99 $69

This in-depth LEAPS workshop from the CBOE’s key trainer covers it all - from the basics to more advanced techniques for incorporating powerful LEAPS strategies into your overall investment program.

LEAPS Trading Strategies
Powerful Techniques for Options Trading Success
Marty Kearney  Video Item #C86x-982460 DVD Item #C86x-982463 $99 $69

Great with Kearney’s book - pg. 22

Avoiding Option Trading Traps
* What to Look For  * Strategies for Success
Larry McMillan  90 min video Item #C86x-49547 $99 $69

Online support manual included

Avoid the 5 most common - and costly - mistakes option traders make. Master McMillan’s methods for using put-call ratios, picking the right option, and deciding how much to risk. Shows what to do in typical tough spots - and how to avoid them. “Must-viewing” for investors looking to move beyond options theory - into the world of option profits.
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